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Dear friends, 
 
Dill SA (Aria Gefseon) welcomes the representatives of the EHRA EUROPACE 2013, at 
Metropolitan Expo, Athens, Greece.   
 
Dill SA (Aria Gefseon) is the official caterer for all food and beverage services within the 
exhibition area. Also, with an exceptional range of associated venues, we will fully 
accommodate any event you wish to organize.   
 
Inside the congress area: 
 

 Two restaurants, Self Service and Steak House  

 2 Coffee shops 

 Mini market that will meet your daily needs 

 Delivery  services to your stand 

 Two open-air lounges  where light lunches, cocktails  & coffee breaks can be 
arranged during or at the end of each congress day, with the attentiveness of Dill SA 
(Aria Gefseon).   

 
 

Outside the exhibition area: 
 
Unique venues adjustable to your requirements create superb scenery for any type of event you wish to 
organize. All venues are within easy access and with comfortable parking space and services.  
 
EXCLUSIVE VENUES 
 
DREAMS at Vouliagmeni Lake. Organize your event in the renovated venue of "Dreams" at 
"Vouliagmeni Lake", a truly natural setting that escapes the norm of ordinary venues, at short distance 
from the center of Athens. This is Vouliagmeni Lake with its stunning and enchanting natural scenery, 
protected from the winds, able to lock your gaze and transform your event. Its mysterious grandeur and 
unpretentious beauty of the Lake make "Dreams" unique. Your event will take place under the 
grandiose towering cliffs, in a space surrounded by greenery and embraced by the serene waters of the 
Lake that create a unique atmosphere of personal paradise.  
(Cocktail up to 600 people. Seated up to 400 people) 
 

ISLAND C-LOUNGE. This is the absolutely perfect place for business lunches or dinners, as well as 
for memorable cocktail and private parties. Its unique and original décor harmoniously combines 
Philippe Stark’s minimal furniture and fixtures with collectible ethnic pieces from exotic countries such 
as Africa, Bali, India and Sri Lanka, creating a mysterious ambiance in the space.  
(Cocktail up to 150 people. Seated up to 100 people) 
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ISLAND PRIVATE HOUSE. The Mediterranean meets contemporary design in a space that has 
great potential for organizing both business meetings and conferences, as well as for holding personal 
receptions. The Private House offers versatile facilities and a sophisticated audiovisual media system 
(laptop, video projector, flat screen, satellite TV, DVD Player, ISDN telephone lines, Internet Access, 
Wireless phones), thus contributing to the success and uniqueness of your business meeting. A remote 
control can facilitate the operation of these devices, creating the ideal lighting for projections and 
presentations. All of this in a space that combines professionalism with unique aesthetics! 
 
On the wooden deck by the rectangular zen pool, as well as in the very green garden overlooking the 
deep blue, you can enjoy pleasurable, relaxing moments of a coffee break, lunch or dinner. 
(Cocktail up to 600 people. Seated up to 400 people) 
 

ISLAND GALLERY. Walking through the door of the Island Gallery is like opening a portal into 
another dimension, on an island in the Cyclades, where the surroundings taunt your senses and the sea 
stretches across the horizon. Here everything is effortlessly fabulous, complementary, and almost 
magical, as if idyllically created since forever.  As for the other treasures hidden in every corner of the 
Island Gallery, like the beautifully picturesque church perched on the rock, you will have to gradually 
discover them for yourself. Besides, the Island awaits you, at the same magical place, reflecting its myth 
in the waters of the Saronic Gulf. 
(Cocktail up to 600 people. Seated up to 500 people) 
 

ISLAND RESIDENCE. Settled at the edge of the town overlooking the Saronic Gulf, the Residence at 
Island is like an earthly paradise that resembles a Cycladic landscape. Only a few kilometers out of the 
city, it awaits you, hidden in a secret bay that only you have discovered. Thousands of candles are 
competing against the moonlight, while the lights are reflected as thousands of stars in the water and 
altogether they create scenery of unique beauty. The sense of taste plays its own part in the completion 
of this wonderful night with an open kitchen, where the dishes by ARIA GEFSEON are prepared in the 
presence of the guests offering “bread and circuses”. The Island Residence is a magical place for 
unforgettable moments wrapped in a summer breeze, destined to give your every summer dream 
fairytale dimensions. 
(Cocktail up to 2000 people. Seated up to 1200 people) 
 
ASSOCIATED VENUES  
 

ARIA Gefseon can propose unique settings, depending on the style of your event, such as museums, 
art galleries, modern and industrial areas, estates, etc. in the location of your desire (northern or 
southern suburbs of Athens, the centre of Athens, etc.). For more information please contact us or visit 
our site at www.aria.gr  
 
For more information about our services please contact us on +30 210 6233456 or +30 210 9656388 or 
sent us an e-mail at sales@aria.gr. 
 
We remain at your disposal for the planning and the realization of all your requests. 
  
Yours faithfully,  
 
 
George Sarlos        
Sales Manager         
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